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Introduction
“I am
expanding. I am
creating, I am
taking into my
conscious
awareness, more
and more of Who
and What I am.
And if I’m doing
that, I must be
powerful; not as
the world
defines power,
but I must be
powerful in the
divine sense of
creating.
And you are.”
Jeshua

WOW! If this chapter doesn’t expand your view of yourself and your realities,
I’m not sure much else can! Jeshua has been giving us clues for many years,
when he called us “starseeds” and told us that we have lived as “everything
and as everyone”. But this chapter reveals what it means to be “Divine” and
immortal beings. We are challenged to consider how expansive we truly are!
He starts the message with statements that seemed to be written especially
for this year “You are going to be offered a gift in this year, and maybe it is
not going to look like a gift at first.” We all have experienced this statement
as true in 2020. But then he suggests that we “stand in our truth” and say
“Even this challenge is a blessing.”
Then Jeshua challenges us to not only be the Beholder, which he has told us
to practice many times, but to EXPAND our hologram, our realities. “Take it as
far back as you can imagine. Can you imagine formlessness? Mind; just Mind?
Just Being?” This chapter reveals the unlimitedness of our divine eternal
consciousness in the Oneness with Source (God). The directive is to “Wake up
and Live” our divinity, our true nature.
The power principles of “Holograms, Realities and ETs”:
 Stand in your Truth and truly know that every challenge is a blessing.
 We have always been expressing divinity.
 Expand your Hologram and remember that each of us in an
extension of the one creative Principle that asks “What can I create?”
 “The body is a creation of your divinity, your divine Mind – capital
“M.”
 We have all been “everything you can imagine” including living on
other planets, being formless, being mythical creatures, crystals etc.
 We are the ETs who have taken on human forms! We have known
space travel.
 We created Holy Mother Earth, who is a Light being, made from our
Light a long time ago.
 We can “have friendships with ET vibratory energy even now”.
 “Wake up and live your divinity in all of its creative history and
diversity.”
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Discussion Questions
 What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your mind? Your
imagination?

 This chapter is the most expansive discourse that Jeshua has given
regarding a picture of our true Divinity. How do you feel about this
BIG PICTURE of Who and What we are? Does this knowledge free you
to “live in joy” and be happy? Journal about your reactions and talk
with your partner about it.

 If you have been drawn to the study of history, science fiction, future
studies, mythology etc. does this chapter help to explain your
fascination and curiosity about them? What about the possibility that
you are an ET, who volunteered to live on Holy Mother Earth? What
do you think your purpose or mission is in this lifetime, in light of
what Jeshua has told us? Why do you think we have such amnesia
about our origins and the true history of our planet?

Affirmation for
the Week:

Assignments


Jeshua gives us a fine assignment: “stand fast in the Truth and say ‘Even
this challenge is a blessing.” Write about your concerns or experiences in
these times of the pandemic and then “flip” them into the Truth of who
you are. Find the Gift! Write about your process and share with your
partner how you flipped a fear into a blessing. Trust Jeshua’s love for us
when he says “Take the deep breath and you can become the Beholder
who just waits, does not judge, but just allows and says, “I can’t wait to
see how this is going to turn out.” You may have to affirm this new reality
for yourself daily. Remember that it is your powerful choice!



Jeshua told us to practice EXPANSIVEness meditations. Set aside time to
do this at least three times before the next group meeting. “Expand your
hologram. What was before the Big Bang, when physicality was created?”
Where do your eternal memories take you when you ask to be shown?
Can you remember or imagine aspects of your Divinity? Take notes in your
journal after each meditation. Debrief with your partner.



Affirmation: “Even this challenge is a blessing.”

“Even this
challenge is a
blessing.”
Jeshua

NOTES:
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